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Following the positive experience of the past years, even this time, for one of the lots of the auction the 
net return is assigned to CHARITY and Vaccari srl adds a sum equal to the price realized at the auction. 
 
 

5000 euro to the children in Haiti victims of the earthquake 
 

This is the result of the charity initiative connected to the auction 
 
This is the third auction in which Vaccari srl uses one of the lots on sale for a charity initiative. In 2008, one 
Risorgimento document to help the Italian Association for Cancer Research; in 2009, some space items to help the 
association “Vip - Viviamo in positivo” for the clowntherapy. 

In the auction of 24 April 2010, the sale of lot 846 has been destined to Francesca Rava Foundation - Nph Italy 
onlus, who have been operating in Haiti for over twenty years and today help above all the children victims of the 
earthquake. 

The document has been sold at 2,500 euro, and the company has added the same amount. This is the sum 
needed, for example, for 1,000 daily food rations, 178 surgical treatments or 16 prosthesis. 

The onlus is in Haiti with different structures which operate to give a better life to children. As the 
representative of the Foundation, Francesca Turci has come to Vignola, on the occasion of the auction, having thus 
the possibility to come into contact with postal collecting. “This is a quite peculiar and fascinating world- she said. 
I have seen the items, I have spoken with people; there are really interesting things. Philately is a vehicle for 
history, to discover, and made me curious”. 

“Italy -she went on, changing the subject- has taken part in the aids for Haiti; the Italian Civil Defence has made 
a wonderful job; the aircraft carrier «Cavour» has been of great help. We go on with our activity because we have 
obtained really great results, even because we were already there before the earthquake. Our Hospital has been 
realized thanks to Italian companies; when I saw it, I felt proud of being Italian. Italians, as to generosity, are 
second to none”. 
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Francesca Turci and Paolo Vaccari 
 
 
Further information on the initiative and the organization 
http://www.vaccari.it/pdf/8375.file.2011_ING.pdf 
 
The video (in Italian) on the activities of the Foundation in Haiti (file wmv) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g00tQi37mLg 
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The lot (846 - Kingdom of Italy - 1939) is a front of 
registered letter via air mail from Milan to Buenos 
Aires of 18 February 1939, franked for L.420 with 8 
copies Imperial L.50 (4 vertical pairs) + Empire 
Proclamation Ordinary Mail cent.50 + 
L.1,75+2,75+5 + Air Mail L.2+3+5 - all of them 
well perforated - cent.50 and L.5 Empire with light 
crease, the others perfect - very rare and good 
appearance combination 

 
 

 
 


